
Metalliity Dependene ofGamma-Ray Burst ProgenitorsRobert G. Izzard, Enrio Ramirez-Ruiz & Christopher A. ToutInstitute of Astronomy, University of Cambridge, United KingdomSummary: Core ollapse of a massive star to give arelativisti �reball jet is a widely dissused senario forgamma-ray burst prodution. However, the nature of thestellar progenitor remains unlear - the jet may not beable to break through the envelope of a large or slowlyrotating star. Break-out is aided if the progenitor orig-inates in a low metalliity environment, when stars are
smaller in radius, lose less mass and onsequently havemore massive ores. Both e�ets favour GRB formation.Population synthesis alulations are arried out using aMonte Carlo approah whih allows us to explore what ef-fet initial mass, metalliity and membership in a binarysystem have on GRB prodution.

Figure 1: Shemati of a GRB from a massive stellar progeni-tor: a relativisti jet whih undergoes internal shoks produes aburst of gamma-rays and an external shok (afterglow) throughiteration with the external medium whih leads suessively togamma-rays, X-rays, optial and radio. Fe lines may arise fromX-ray illumination of a pre-ejeted shell (e.g. a supernova rem-anant) or from ontinued X-ray irradiation of the outer stellarenvelope.

I. What are gamma-ray bursts? GRBs are sudden, in-tense ashes of gamma-rays whih, for a few seonds, lightup an otherwise dark gamma-ray sky. They are detetedabout one a day, and outshine every other gamma-raysoure in the sky, inluding the sun. Major advanes havebeen made in the last few years, inluding the disov-ery of slowly fading X-ray, optial and radio afterglows ofGRBs, the identi�ation of host galaxies at osmologialdistanes and the establishment of evidene that many ofthem are assoiated with star forming regions and pos-sibly supernovae. The leading model for GRBs involvesa relativisti �reball, with the gamma-rays produed bysynhrotron or inverse Compton radiation from aeler-ated eletrons in optially thin shoks. The ultimate en-ergy soure of the �reball is thought to be the gravita-tional energy release assoiated with the temporary massaretion on to a blak hole after the ollapse of a massivestar in a supernova (Fig. 1).II. The role of metalliity:Metalliity Z inuenes the stel-lar evolution of massive stars mainly through bound-freeand line opaities in the outer layers of massive stars ow-ing to their inuene on stellar wind mass loss rates. Lowmetalliity keeps the radius of the star smaller and reduesmass loss. The lower the metalliity, the higher the stel-lar mass for Wolf-Rayet star formation, This inreases themass of the heaviest CO ore and favours blak hole forma-tion after a supernova and so GRBs. From stellar modelswith a variety of initial masses and metalliities for sin-gle and binary stars we �nd that the Ib/ supernova ratefrom stars with ore masses above 6� 8 M�, thought to bethe GRB progenitors, signi�antly inreases with dereas-ing metalliity, so GRBs are more likely to form in low Zpopulations (Fig. 3).
Figure 2: Binding en-ergy (solid line) of allbut the inner 3 M�ore of the star andexplosion energy (dots)vs. progenitor mass.If the explosion energyis less than the bind-ing energy, the ompatremnant exeeds 3 M�and ollapses to form ablak hole. The explo-sion energy drops andthe binding energy riseswith inreasing progen-itor mass/ore mass.Supernova 1987A isshown by the square.

Figure 3: SN Ib/ (GRB progenitor?) rate above a given oremass as a funtion of metalliity for stars in binaries. Theminimum ore mass for GRB prodution is thought to be about6 � 8 M�, the region where the dependene of the rate on Z anvary by several orders of magnitude. Dashed regions show observedrates, whih, for GRBs, will also depend on beaming solid angle.

Figure 4: This olouromposite HST imageshows � Carinae, aprime andidate for aGRB. It is thought tohave a mass of about100 M� and may be partof a dupliitous star sys-tem.
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